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The Geographical Review 

VOLUME LXV January, 1975 NUMBER 1 

PAST TIME, PRESENT PLACE: 
LANDSCAPE AND MEMORY* 

DAVID LOWENTHAL 

T HE American athlete Satchel Paige once explained how he 
kept playing baseball well into his fifties: "Never look back," 
he advised; "something may be gaining on you." Nowadays 

the terrible future gains on us; we look back to old familiar land- 
scapes in the fear that the comforts of the past may be vanishing 
before our eyes. 

We inherit the deadly disease of nostalgia. On November 18, 
1793, an alarmed French war ministry canceled convalescent 
leaves except for soldiers smitten by "homesickness." For that, no 
other cure was known. Dancing girls, bleeding, leeches - nothing 
worked, though a Russian general invading Germany in 1733 
found terror efficacious: he announced that any soldier incapaci- 
tated by nostalgia would be buried alive. After two or three bur- 
ials, "there was no longer a single case in the entire army."' 

But few thought that nostalgia was malingering. The term 
Heimweh, first used in 1688 by the Swiss doctor Johannes Hofer, 
from the Greek for return home and sorrow or pain, described a 
familiar complaint: exiles far from their native land languished 
and wasted away. Nostalgia's greatest toll was among Swiss mer- 
cenaries in northern Europe. Simply to play a familiar herder's 

*This paper is an expanded version of an inaugural lecture given at University Col- 
lege London on February 18, 1974. The writer is grateful to Hugh C. Prince for contin- 
ual stimulus and generous criticism, and to Kevin Lynch and Yi-Fu Tuan for their ex- 
emplary creations. 

1 Jean Starobinski: The Idea of Nostalgia, Diogenes, Vol. 54, 1966, pp. 81-103; refer- 
ence on p. 96. 

> DR. LOWENTHAL is a professor of geography at University College Lon- 
don. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

tune moved them in reverie back to their alpine homes and left a 
deep sorrow for lost beloved landscapes. Samuel Rogers's "The 
Pleasures of Memory" (1792) conveys the scene. 

The intrepid Swiss, that guards a foreign shore, 
Condemn'd to climb his mountain-cliffs no more, 
If chance he hears the song so sweetly wild 
Which on those cliffs his infant hours beguil'd, 
Melts at the long-lost scenes that round him rise, 
And sinks a martyr to repentant sighs.2 

Medical respectability spread the disease from provincial sol- 
diers and newly transplanted countryfolk to the educated elite. 
Philippe Pinel limned the symptoms about 1800: "a sad, melan- 
choly appearance, a bemused look,... an indifference toward ev- 
erything; ... the near impossibility of getting out of bed, an obsti- 
nate silence, the rejection of food and drink; emaciation, maras- 
mus and death." Another physician found that in "cadavers of pa- 
tients who had died of this disease . . . the lungs adhered tightly to 
the pleura of the thorax, [and] that the tissue of the lobe" was 
thickened and purulent.3 Victims of nostalgia in fact died of 
meningitis, gastroenteritis, and tuberculosis, but because 
everyone believed nostalgia fatal, it so became. 

No cure was found. The nineteenth century transformed nos- 
talgia from a geographical disease into a sociological complaint. 
Its early victims had been countryfolk lost in the anonymity of 
army or metropolis. Their desire to return was literal, oriented 
toward closed, familiar environments. As local ties dissolved, nos- 
talgia became a generalized sense of loss, focused less on the local- 
ity than on the remembered childhood. 

For mobile modern man, nostalgia is not so much being up- 
rooted as having to live in an alien present. If no longer fatal, it is 
an increasingly pervasive ailment. Once the solace of the few, nos- 
talgia now attracts folk from all social levels. Antique buying has 
expanded to the middle class,4 while "distressers" apply dirt, 
stones, and hammers to new furniture, wear hobnailed boots on 

2 Samuel Rogers: The Pleasures of Memory with Other Poems (T. Cadell and W. 
Davies, London, 1803), p. 26. 

3 Boisseau and Pinel: Nostalgie, in Encyclopidie m6thodique; and Leopold Auen- 

brugger: Inventum Novum [1761], both quoted in Starobinski, op. cit. [see footnote 1 
above], pp. 97 and 98. 

4 Hart M. Nelson: The Democratization of the Antique: Meanings of Antiques and 
Dealers' Perceptions of Customers, Sociol. Rev., Vol. 18, 1970, pp. 407-419. 
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PAST TIME, PRESENT PLACE 3 

staircases, and use air rifles to make "worm" holes.5 Acknowledged 
historic houses in Britain take in forty million visitors a year. 
Manufacturers catering for the remembrance of things past flood 
the market with keepsakes and imitations of yesteryear. 

People used to express selective nostalgia about particular 
times and places in the more or less remote past. Today, nostalgia 
threatens to engulf all of past time and much of the present land- 
scape. Antique dealers have jettisoned the hundred-year barrier, 
treat 1930's Art Deco with the reverence accorded Queen Anne, 
and applaud Sotheby's sale for ?360 of a 1952 juke box with "ca- 
nonically 1950S" tapered legs, "and did these feet in ancient time 
stand at the Mecca, Walham Green?"6 "Memory men" in the arts 
have advanced even faster, with nostalgic revivals of John Os- 
borne and Mary Quant. 

American nostalgists treasure the still more recent past. Russell 
Baker's "Brighton Park Up-To-The-Minute Nostalgia Savoring 
and Reminiscing Society" specializes in wistfulness about the very 
latest things. 
Members have already developed literally heart-breaking nostalgias ... for last 
week. (That great old week! . . . the steaks were going out all over America. 
Would we ever see them broiled again in our lifetime?) Get with it! Nostalgia is 
now. Nostalgia will be tomorrow.7 

Nostalgia has expanded in space no less than in time. A "nos- 
talgia index" of Danish historical landscapes helps residents and 
tourists enjoy all phases of the past.8 "Merrie England" just off 
Britain's main motorway advertises "the heartier facets of our 
heritage," from thumb screws to the Fire of London,9 but some 
treat the whole country as a treasured historical artifact. 

"The past is a foreign country," L. P. Hartley noted;10 thanks 
to nostalgia, Punch warns, it has now "become the foreign country 
with the healthiest tourist trade of all." But like travelers 
everywhere, those to the past overwhelm what they love. 

5Michael Davie: Mother of the Kennedys, Observer Review (London), Feb. 17, 1974, 
p. 25. 

6 Bevis Hillier: The Forward March of History, The Times (London), Nov. 17, 1973, 
P. 9. 

7 Russell Baker: The Nostalgia Affair, New York Times, Aug. 14, 1973, p. 33. 
8 Robert M. Newcomb: The Nostalgia Index of Historical Landscapes in Denmark, in 

International Geography 1972 (edited by W. P. Adams and F. M. Helleiner; 2 vols.; Univ. 
of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1972), Vol. 1, pp. 441-443. 9 Peter Dunn: Cowboys on the M1, Sunday Times (London), Nov. 11, 1973, p. 13. 10 L. P. Hartley: The Go-Between (Hamish Hamilton, London, 1953), p. 9. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

An eco-nostalgic crisis [is] on the way.... Memory Lane now resembles Oxford 
Street except that it's already one-way.... Resources will have to be preserved, 
revivals of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers strictly rationed. . . . When memory 
land is finally sealed off, . .. its shops looted beyond restocking, the only hope 
will be to create all-purpose figures from the past and to leave them lying 
around.... The only future for the nostalgia industry is invention.11 

The increased proportion of the elderly may abet nostalgia. 
"The old know about change, . . . they have suffered it," Hugh 
Prince notes. And they let the rest of us all know about it. "We all 
live in the past through contact with the elderly, sharing their rec- 
ollections and reminiscences.... Inevitably we also pick up some 
of the habits and values of the old."12 

But can contact with the elderly explain the craze for nostalgia 
among the young? Those who collect Victorian junk, flock to 

Bogart films, listen to Glenn Miller, and throw 1950's parties are 
not mainly folk who fondly recall them, but those almost too 

young to remember anything, let alone the objects of their nostal- 

gic devotion. The nostalgic view can apply as keenly to a history at 
second hand as to the scenes of one's own childhood. 

What nostalgia does require is a sense of estrangement; the ob- 

ject of the quest must be anachronistic. Like Renaissance devotion 
to the classical world, the remoteness of the past is for us a part of 
its charm. "We want to relive those thrilling days of yesteryear," 
says a critic, "but only because we are absolutely assured that those 

days are out of reach."13 The return to the past is usually fleeting, 
as at California's "Pleasure Faire," a sixteenth-century recreation 
where hippie craftsmen quaff mead and "hot elixir." "Most of us 

identify more with Renaissance times than with the present," 
explained a young potter. "This is our annual escape into a better 
world."14 

Nostalgic evocations of the distant past long antedate the twen- 
tieth century, Panofsky reminds us. "On a fine morning in Sep- 
tember 1464" two antiquarians and the painter Andrea Mantegna 
set out 

for an excursion on the Lago di Garda. They ... took time out to copy the hand- 
some inscription on a classical marble column; and when they sailed home . .. 

11 Sheridan Morley: There's No Business like Old Business, Punch, Nov. 29, 1972, pp. 
776-777. 

12 
Hugh Prince: Reality Stranger than Fiction, Bloomsbury Geographer, Vol. 6, 1973, pp. 

2-22; reference on pp. o- i1. 
13 

Roger Rosenblatt: Look Back in Sentiment, New York Times, July 28, 1973, p. 23. 
14 Patrick Mulloy, quoted in Peter Bart: Madrigals Lull the Bohemians at Faire in 

California Meadow, New York Times, May 9, 1966, p. 41. 
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PAST TIME, PRESENT PLACE 

one of the group assumed the role of a Roman Emperor, crowned with laurels, 

singing and playing the lyre, while the two others acted the part of consuls.15 

But the fifteenth-century mood had other causes and conse- 

quences. For the twentieth-century resurgence of nostalgia, a host 
of explanations has been advanced: a retreat from present fail- 
ures, a hair shirt for the affluent, a counterweight to bewildering 
change, absolution for ruthless progress, atavistic longing for a 
"natural" order - each suggestion betrays its own wistfulness. 

"May we all be preserved from nostalgia," cries Francis Hope, 
"and still more from nostalgia for nostalgia."16 But he is too late: 
the seventeenth-century Swiss disease is now a drug that hooks us 
all. 

Yet nostalgia is just one facet of attachment to the past and 
should be viewed in concert with the rest. 

USES OF THE PAST 

The past has seldom lacked a constituency. Indeed, the tangi- 
ble links that bind us to history defy enumeration. Egyptian 
pyramids, fragments of the true cross, the Renaissance, the 
Gothic revival, antiques, Piltdown Man, Williamsburg, the Na- 
tional Trust - all reflect interest in the tangible past. Such a taste 

clearly transcends nostalgia. As Vanbrugh wrote three centuries 

ago, "the most Polite part of Mankind" agree "in the Value they 
have ever set upon the Remains of distant times."17 Today the 

pull of the past is felt by polite and plebeian alike. 
A taste so widespread may be a necessity. I shall try to show 

why we need tangible evidence of the past, the forms our need 
takes, and some consequences for landscape and townscape, relic 
and artifact. 

THE PAST INEVITABLY PRESENT 

We need the past, in any case, to cope with present landscapes. 
We selectively perceive what we are accustomed to seeing; fea- 
tures and patterns in the landscape make sense to us because we 
share a history with them. Every object, every grouping, every 
view is intelligible partly because we are already familiar with it, 

15 Erwin Panofsky: Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (Paladin, London, 
1970), p. 173. 

16 Francis Hope: My Grandfather's House, New Statesman, June i, 1973, p. 807. 
17 Letter from John Vanbrugh to the Duchess of Marlborough, June 1 , 1709, in The 

Complete Works of Sir John Vanbrugh (edited by Bonamy Dobr6e and Geoffrey Webb; 4 
vols.; Nonesuch Press, London, 1927-1928), Vol. 4, p. 29. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

through our own past and through tales heard, books read, pic- 
tures viewed. We see things simultaneously as they are and as we 
viewed them before; previous experience suffuses all present per- 
ception. 

Each scene and object is invested with a history of real or imag- 
ined involvements; their perceived identities stem from past 
acts and expectations. Without the past as tangible or remem- 
bered evidence we could not function. Carl Becker's 

Mr. Everyman, when he awakens in the morning, reaches out into the country of 
the past and of distant places . . ., pulls together . .. things said and done in his 

yesterdays, and coordinates them with his present perceptions.... Without this 
historical knowledge, this memory of things said and done, his today would be 
aimless and his tomorrow without significance.18 

But the past is not only recalled; it is incarnate in the things we 
build and the landscapes we create. We make our environment 
comfortable by incorporating or fabricating memorabilia, and we 
feel at home with new products when their camouflage evokes the 
old. Thus modern fireplaces heated electrically, if at all, simulate 
true warmth with Victorian coal or Tudor burning log effects. 
Plastic cabinets and linoleum floors recall the past with a 
marbleized or wood-grain look. Fake sashes pasted on windows 

conjure up an old accustomed coziness; electric fixtures resemble 
candles and kerosene lamps. We shape and adorn new structures 
with forms and materials of past epochs. Modern plastic, stainless 
steel, and reinforced concrete may have their devotees, but for 
every contemporary tubular chair or curtain-walled building, two 
traditionals are made. 

Most embrace the past unwittingly. The designer of concrete 
hearth logs or candle-drip light bulbs may recognize the anach- 
ronism, but to most users these things do not actually recall the 
past. The English feel attached to hedgerow landscapes not be- 
cause they stem from early enclosures but because they survive to 
characterize the present-day rural scene. 

The past gains further weight because we conceive of places 
not only as we ourselves see them but also as we have heard and 
read about them. Envisaged London is a composite of personal 
experience, contemporary media, and historical images ranging 
from Hogarth and Turner to Pepys and Dickens. 

Such insights from the past often forcefully embody the 

18 Carl L. Becker: Everyman His Own Historian, Amer. Hist. Rev., Vol. 37, 1932, pp. 
221-236; reference on p. 223. 
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PAST TIME, PRESENT PLACE 

character of places. Mayhew's London may seem sharper and 
more coherent than our own fragmentary and indeterminate im- 
pressions of the present scene. "Our response to John Constable's 
sketch of Hampstead Heath [shows] the power ... of a vanished 
past over a palpable present," notes Prince. "The absence of the 
metropolis accords so perfectly with our notion of the heath as a 
wild open space that we should have no hesitation in recognising 
the viewpoint from which the sketch was taken." Hardy's Wessex, 
Wordsworth's Lake District, and Samuel Palmer's Sussex Downs 
still dominate our images of these landscapes, "ghost features 
kept in existence by nostalgia."19 

But it is not simply nostalgia that makes the past so powerful. 
Hindsight and overview enable us to comprehend past environ- 
ments in ways that elude us when we deal with the shifting pres- 
ent. Because they seem more comprehensible, images from the 
past often dominate or may wholly replace the present. 

The new visitor is most apt to read the past into the present. 
"Only a total stranger would be misled by the medieval appear- 
ance of York. ... A casual observer might be impressed by the 
Tudor atmosphere of the place; the native knows how recent it all 
is."20 The visitor either ignores recent aspects or wrongly attrib- 
utes them to the medieval framework. And he imagines a con- 
gruent social universe, peopling streets and dwellings with folk of 
an earlier epoch. "You come to a strange town on a lovely, persua- 
sive sunlit evening," notes Summerson. 

You stroll down streets where you know nobody, where nobody knows you. You 
are charmed by the timeless, stationary semblance of it all. You notice only the 
things you like. In a street of Georgian houses you picture respectable, well-to-do 
families living lives not very different from what their ancestors lived - perhaps 
in the same houses. The picture is partly true. The large old houses and the com- 
fortable middle-class menage are still there. But as a whole, the picture is a fake. 
The large old houses become untenanted, are made into offices or flats. The old 
families break up and live in urban flats and rural cottages.2' 

If the character of the place is gone in reality, it remains pre- 
served in the mind's eye of the visitor, formed by historical imagi- 
nation, untarnished by rude social facts. The enduring streets and 
buildings persuade him that past is present. 

19 Prince, op. cit. [see footnote 12 above], p. 16. 
20 Ibid., pp. 13-14. 
21 John Summerson: Heavenly Mansions and Other Essays on Architecture (W. W. 

Norton, New York, 1963), p. 229. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

ELEMENTS OF NEED 

We also require more conscious and particular evidence of the 

past - features and structures we believe to be old, previous, or 
durable. The intimate continuity of past with present is a source 
of general comfort, as William Maxwell's account of his small- 
town boyhood conveys. 
When you walked in from outdoors, there were traces everywhere of human 

occupation: the remains of a teaparty on the wicker teacart in the moss-green 
and white living room, building blocks or lead soldiers in the middle of the li- 

brary floor, a book lying face down on the window seat, an unfinished game of 
solitaire, a piece of cross-stitching with a threaded needle stuck in it, a paintbox 
and beside it a drinking glass full of cloudy water, flowers in cut-glass vases, fires 
in both fireplaces in the wintertime, lights left burning in empty rooms because 

somebody meant to come right back. Traces of being warm, being comfortable, 
being cozy together. Traces of us.22 

The tangible past affects people most in their everyday sur- 

roundings. Irish and English Ireland differed in continuity, 
Daniel Corkery notes, the one rooted in a valued past, the other 

perched in an isolated present. 
Those O'Connells, O'Connors, O'Callaghans, O'Donoghues - all the Gaels - 

were one ... with the very landscape itself.... To run off the family names... 
was to call to vision certain districts - hills, rivers and plains; while contrariwise, 
to recollect the place-names in certain regions was to remember the ancient 
tribes and their memorable deeds. How different it was with the Planters round 
about them. For them, all that Gaelic background of myth, literature and history 
had no existence.... The landscape they looked upon was indeed but rocks and 
stones and trees. 

The Gaelic houses had "a sense of historic continuity, of closeness 
to the land, that those Planter houses could not even dream of."23 

Simply to know that structures are durable may give residents a 
sense of being rooted in a place. "Many symbolic and historic loca- 
tions in a city are rarely visited by its inhabitants .... But a threat 
to destroy these places will evoke a strong reaction, even from 
those who have never seen them. The survival of these unvisited, 
hearsay settings conveys a sense of security and continuity."24 

Those who lack continuity at home often search for it abroad. 
"Most Americans," notes Kevin Lynch, "go away from home to 

Europe to feel at home in time."25 In Adrian Stokes's view, the 

22 William Maxwell: Ancestors (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1971), p. 191. 
23 Daniel Corkery: The Hidden Ireland: A Study of Gaelic Munster in the Eighteenth 

Century [1924] (M. H. Gill & Son, Dublin, 1941), pp. 56 and 58. 
24 Kevin Lynch: What Time Is This Place? (MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1972), p. 40. 
25 Ibid., p. 41. 
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PAST TIME, PRESENT PLACE 

merest traces "of the human past keep us in touch with our own 
development.... An awareness of the continuing generations, 
however arrived at, is enough. . . . The Roman tin mine [in 
Cornwall] ... may pre-figure for us a dawn of relationships, of the 
commerce between objects."26 

Deprived of an intimate living history, we still need tangible 
reminders of things we have done, places we have been, views we 
have seen. "Could we ... live with our past and present selves with 
all their objects," Stokes remarks, "we would feel continually at 
home."27 When we cannot, we settle for souvenirs. Keepsakes and 
mementos substitute for vanished landscapes. Loading their 

jalopies for the trek to California the uprooted migrant Okies in 
Steinbeck's "Grapes of Wrath" are told there is no room for such 
souvenirs as letters, old hats, and china dogs. But they "knew the 

past would cry to them in coming days.... 'How can we live with- 
out our lives? How will we know it's us without our past?' "28 

Some who sunder ties with past landscapes find continuity in 

furnishing their new landscapes with real or symbolic replicas of 
departed scenes. English suburb and High Street features embel- 
lish the townscapes of Australia and Ontario, Hong Kong and 
Barbados. An Indian's homesickness in England is mitigated by 
familiar street furniture in London, the imperial English having 
long ago brought it to India to assuage their own nostalgia. 

Portable symbols of the past also aid continuity. Thus in East 
Africa when the Masai were moved they "took with them the 
names of their hills, plains and rivers; and gave them to the hills, 
plains and rivers in the new country . . ., carrying their cut roots 
with them as a medicine."29 Old European place names have simi- 
larly domesticated America and the Antipodes, although those 
who gave classical eponyms and architecture to New World loca- 
tions sought identification with antiquity as much as continuity. 

Life is more than separate events; it incorporates the quality of 
duration, of passage through time. Buffeted by change, we retain 
traces of our past to be sure of our enduring identity. We our- 
selves also change: we grow up, mature, and age. Our journey 
through these states of being, like that through the changing en- 

26 Adrian Stokes: The Invitation in Art (Tavistock Publications, London, 1965), pp. 
60-61. 

27Ibid., p. 61. 
2 John Steinbeck: The Grapes of Wrath (Heinemann, London, 1939), pp. 76 and 

78-79? 
29 Karen Blixen: Out of Africa (Putnam, London, 1937), p. 402. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

vironment, is a voyage into the unknown guided by our assurance 
of continuity. 

Immortality consummates the quest for durability. Mummies, 
funerary fittings, and memorials attest the desire to leave perma- 
nent physical witnesses. Commemorative sculpture of the early 
Renaissance, Panofsky points out, shows that university profes- 
sors were the first to insist "on being remembered rather than 
saved," perhaps in the happy conceit that the transmission of 

knowledge involved an uncommon degree of perpetuity.30 The 
dernier cri remains Jeremy Bentham, not only in his real presence 
at University College London but also in his more elaborate plans 
for landscaping, which exemplified his credo that the dead should 
be of use to the living: "If a country gentleman had rows of trees 

leading to his dwelling, the Auto-Icons [embalmed bodies] of his 

family might alternate with the trees. Copal varnish would protect 
the face from the effects of rain, caoutchouc [India rubber] the 
habiliments."31 

The durability of many artifacts and other traces of the past 
also engenders a feeling of accretion. The addition is cumulative: 
each year, each generation, contributes more to the scene. The 
sense of accretion is rooted in temporal assymetry. Like Thomas 

Aquinas's aevum (angels and human souls), landscapes and ar- 
tifacts come into being at particular moments but may endure for 

eternity. Erosion and decay erase some landmarks, but the cumu- 
lations of time mostly surpass its dissolutions. Even a past frag- 
mented by ruin suggests long-continued occupance. Only some 
swift catastrophe, like a bomb or demolition, truly negates the 
marks of history. 

The accretions of occupance are missed by those who live in 

landscapes that lack them. Hawthorne's American visitor admires 
an English estate because "the life of each successive dweller there 
was eked out with the lives of all who had hitherto lived there," 
the past gave life "length, fulness, body, substance."32 A Henry 
James hero considers America "deplorably lacking intensity" be- 
cause it has so little depth in time. He finds his ancestral London 

30 Erwin Panofsky: Tomb Sculpture: Its Changing Aspects from Ancient Egypt to 
Bernini (Thames & Hudson, London, 1964), p. 70. 

31 Jeremy Bentham: Auto-Icon; or, Farther Uses of the Dead to the Living. A Frag- 
ment, From the Mss. of Jeremy Bentham (unpublished; 1842; Bentham Collection, Uni- 

versity College London), p. 3. 
32 Nathaniel Hawthorne: Dr. Grimshawe's Secret: A Romance (Houghton Mifflin, 

Boston, 1882), p. 229. 
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house full of "items of duration and evidence, all smoothed with 
service and charged with accumulated messages." The very air of 
London feels marvelously permeated with antiquity: "ages, gen- 
erations, inventions, corruptions had produced it, and it seemed, 
wherever it rested, to have filtered through the bed of history."33 

Even an American setting can yield a cumulative sense. Return- 

ing to Xenia, Ohio, Helen Santmyer found it 

immeasurably richer than when I was a child. It is the added years that make it so 
... ; the town is richer by the life of a generation. Since I last stood here with a 
sled rope in my hand there has been that accretion: the roofs of the town have 
sheltered an added half-century. ... The humdrum daily life of the generations 
of mankind . . . has given to the scene that weight and density.34 

The tangible past also meets our need for the diachronic qual- 
ity of history, "not only of the pastness of the past," T. S. Eliot 
suggests, "but of its presence; ... a sense of the timeless as well as 
of the temporal and of the timeless and ... temporal together."35 
Even societies which deny that today differs from yesterday, or 
consider time but ceaseless replication, use commemorative and 
funeral rites to mingle past with present. Stone and wooden 
churinga worked and engraved by the Aranda of central Australia 
represent 
the physical body of a definite ancestor, and generation after generation it is 

formally conferred on the living person believed to be this ancestor's reincarna- 
tion .... The churinga furnishes the tangible proof that the ancestor and his 

living descendant are of one flesh.36 

Levi-Strauss likens churingas to Western archives. Although 
we have copies of our archives, their loss would be "an irreparable 
injury that strikes to the core of our being"; it would deprive our 
past of its diachronic flavor. Like archives, tangible relics make the 
past present and "give a physical existence to history." And he 
compares the initiation pilgrimages of Australian aborigines, es- 
corted by their sages, with "our conducted tours to Goethe's or 
Victor Hugo's house."37 The relics we see need not be historically 

33 Henry James: The Sense of the Past (Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1917), pp. 
32 and 65-66. 

34 Helen Hooven Santmyer: Ohio Town (Ohio State Univ. Press, Columbus, 1962), p. 
309. 

35 T; S. Eliot: Tradition and the Individual Talent [1917], in his Selected Essays (Faber 
and Faber, London, 1932), p. 14. 

36 Claude Levi-Strauss: The Savage Mind (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1966), 
pp. 238 and 241. 

37 Ibid., pp. 241-244. 
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true or accurate; they need only convince us that we are con- 
nected with something that really did happen in the past. 

The collective past is no less precious than the personal; in- 
deed, the one is an extension of the other. The past is valued for 
its communal associations as well as its private ones. Particular fea- 
tures come to symbolize these shared recollections - for example, 
in Britain hedgerow and down land, Guy Fawkes effigies and 
Norman castles; in America the church spire in the village, the 
pumpkin on the porch, the cracked Liberty Bell. Symbols are 

doubly historical: they serve to remind us of the past, and they 
require time and a past to become symbols. 

Collective needs for a past transcend those of individuals. 
"Societies multiply the evidence of bygone ages," asserts Fraisse. 

"They immortalize themselves by patiently writing their own his- 

tory."38 Threats to the past endanger the survival of a free social 

entity, as Simone Weil warned. "A collectivity has its roots in the 
past.... We possess no other life, no other living sap, than the 
treasures stored up from the past and digested, assimilated, and 
created afresh by us."39 

In time of stress, nations safeguard the physical legacy that 
embodies their communal spirit. When Rome decreed that Car- 

thage should be destroyed, the Carthaginians beseeched the Ro- 
mans to "spare the city" and instead to "kill us, whom you have 
ordered to move away .... Vent your wrath upon men, not upon 
temples, gods, tombs, and an innocent city."40 The iconoclasm of 
the Saracens, the Tudors, and the Communards aimed at destroy- 
ing not only idolatry but also the tangible emblems of enemy 
strength. The Nazis sacked historic Warsaw to cripple the spirit of 
the Poles, who rebuilt the medieval center exactly as it had been: 
"It was our duty to resuscitate it. The reconstruction of Warsaw is 
the last victorious act in the fight with the enemy .... We did not 
want a new city .... We wanted the Warsaw of our day and that 
of the future to continue the ancient tradition."41 

Other catastrophes evoke like attachments to the fabric of the 

38 Paul Fraisse: The Psychology of Time (Eyre and Spottiswoode, London, 1964), 
p. 291. 

39 Simone Weil: The Need for Roots (Harper & Row, New York, 1971), pp. 8 and 51. 
40 The Punic Wars, in Appian's Roman History, Book 8, Chap. 12:84 (4 vols.; William 

Heinemann, London, 1912), Vol. 1, p. 545. 
41 Stanislaw Lorentz: Reconstruction of the Old Town Centers of Poland, in Historic 

Preservation Today (Univ. Press of Virginia for the National Trust for Historic Preserva- 
tion and Colonial Williamsburg, Charlottesville, 1966), pp. 43-72; reference on pp. 46-47. 
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past. Enormous effort went into rebuilding London's churches 
after the Great Fire. Nicaraguans are reestablishing their capital 
just where it was before the 1972 earthquake, despite the continu- 

ing tectonic risk; "Managua is not dead," say the souvenir post- 
cards, "only sleeping." Threats in 1965 from extremist minorities 
to blow up the Statue of Liberty and the Washington Monument 
called forth heavy security forces to protect these shrines. 

Patriotism is a major stimulus for preserving and displaying 
the tangible past. History in the landscape often stands for dura- 
ble national ideals. The Americanization of immigrants was pro- 
moted by visits to the scenes of great deeds. Landscapes served 
such purposes better than books, as preservers of Washington's 
headquarters at Newburgh argued in 1850: 
If our love of country is excited when we read the biography of our revolution- 

ary heroes, . . . how much more will the flame of patriotism burn in our bosoms 
when we tread the ground where was shed the blood of our fathers, or when we 
move among the scenes where were conceived and consummated their noble 
achievements.42 

A congressman of the 196o's likewise expected the New England 
Heritage Trail to "present visual, living, documented proof, ... in 
brick and stone, in hill and square and heights and halls . .. that 
freedom was for the American people always the inner soul of 
their being."43 

Nations continually reinterpret traces of their own history. 
Those emerging from colonial subjugation may feel that self- 
respect requires a long and glorious past with new light on old ar- 
tifacts. In this spirit, eighteenth-century antiquarians made 

Stonehenge Egyptian, Americans found Viking remains in New 
England, and African arts are claimed to antedate the Assyrians. 
Others find that the weight of the past stifles present creativity; 
thus nineteenth-century Americans condemned European ruins 
and made a virtue of their own tabula rasa. Historical self- 
consciousness also tends to nationalize the past, condemning its 
pillage by archaeologists and collectors from other lands. 

Conscious links with the tangible past profoundly affect 
present-day perceivers. "A girl of eighteen," Lynn Thorndike 

42 New York State Assembly committee report, Mar. 6, 1850, in Richard Caldwell: A 
True History of the Acquisition of Washington's Headquarters at Newburgh, by the State 
of New York (Stivers, Slauson & Boyd, Salisbury Mills, N.Y., 1887), p. 21. 

43 Torbert Macdonald, quoted in "Cambridge Historic Districts Study Committee 
Final Report" (Cambridge, Mass., 1962), p. 15. 
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noted a generation ago, "dressed up in the clothes which her 
grandmother wore when a girl of eighteen, may look more like 
her grandmother as she was then than her grandmother herself 
does now. But she will not feel or act as her grandmother felt and 
acted half a century or more ago."44 Yet the harking back will 
change her in other ways, as Panofsky makes clear: 

If this girl adopts her grandmother's clothes for good and wears them all the 
time in the conviction that they are more becoming and appropriate than those 
she used to wear before, she will find it impossible not to adapt her movements, 
her manners, her speech, and her susceptibilities to her remodeled appearance. 
She will undergo an inner metamorphosis which, while not transforming her 
into a duplicate of her grandmother... will make her "feel and act" quite differ- 
ently from the way she did as long as she believed in slacks and polo coats: her 

change of costume will indicate - and, later on, serve to perpetuate - a change 
of heart.45 

The reversion to granny glasses and calico dresses of this polo- 
coatless generation suggests that a return even to a personally un- 
known past may denote an altered life-style, though today's 
sartorial and spiritual pace make it foolhardy to predict perpetua- 
tion. 

The impact of the past is not always thought admirable: folk in 
various times and places have felt association with relics and ruins 
corrupt, the past itself malign. Mark Twain's Connecticut Yankee 
succumbs in the miasma engendered by King Arthur's electro- 
cuted knights; the hero in Henry James's "A Sense of the Past" is 
in danger of being swallowed up by his seductive, evil, 
eighteenth-century forebears; the fourteenth-century Sienese, 
having found an ancient statue of Venus, destroyed it out of 
dread. The past seems especially perilous when folk fear they may 
slide back into it. 

Where the past is venerated, however, association with it is seen 
to confer or protect virtue, like pilgrimage to a shrine or postmor- 
tem proximity to saints in a church. "The mere act of stepping in- 
side a historic house," American preservationists have asserted, 
would "produce a mystical change in the visitor and make him 'a 
better man or woman.' "46 Tangible history is a tonic that can dis- 

44 Lynn Thorndike: Renaissance or Prenaissance?Journ. Hist. Ideas, Vol. 4, 1943, pp. 

65-74; reference on p. 66. 
45 Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences [see footnote 15 above], pp. 36-37. 
46 Edwin Fairfax Naulty: Historic Harewood, of Pleasant Memory and Patriotic As- 

sociation [1901], quoted and enlarged in Charles B. Hosmer: Presence of the Past (G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1965), p. 266. 
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pel the distempers of the contemporary rat race. "Come to Wil- 

liamsburg. Spend some time in Gaol," urges an advertisement, as 
visitors stand grinning in the eighteenth-century stocks; "it will set 

you free" - free from day-to-day responsibilities in the present. 
The tangible past may not always live up to such promises, but 

those unable to revisit or recall it are most grievously deprived. 
Senile amnesiacs cannot be separated from familiar places with- 
out risk of death. The loss of memory through brain damage de- 

prives life of meaning and disorganizes the entire personality. 
Garcia Marquez envisions the plight of an individual in a village 
infected by mass amnesia. "The recollection of his childhood 

began to be erased from his memory, then the name and notion 
of things, and finally the identity of people, . . until he sank into a 
kind of idiocy that had no past." When one inhabitant found it 
hard to remember what things were called, 
he marked everything with its name: table, chair, clock, door, wall, bed, pan. He 
went to the corral and marked the animals and plants.... Thus they went on 

living in a reality that was slipping away, momentarily captured by words, but 
which would escape irremediably when they forgot the values of the written let- 
ters.... In all the houses keys to memorizing objects and feelings had been writ- 
ten. But the system demanded so much vigilance and moral strength that many 
succumbed to the spell of an imaginary reality, . . the trick of reading the past in 
cards as [they] had read the future before . . .Jose Arcadio Buendia then de- 
cided to build the memory machine . . ., based on the possibility of reviewing 
every morning, from beginning to end, the totality of knowledge acquired dur- 

ing one's life. He conceived of it as a spinning dictionary.47 

A like fear of losing the past inspired late medieval theologians 
and philosophers to construct elaborate memory theaters, micro- 
cosms of the world, and cabalistic wheels within wheels that could 
recall to the initiated user anything in the universe.48 

Those deprived of their own past landscapes may suffer self- 
imposed amnesia. Sheer survival may require prisoners and 
forced migrants to relinquish memories of a past that would con- 
trast too poignantly with the present, but rejection often destroys 
their sense of purpose and personal worth; without the past they 
cannot prevision a future worth having.49 

47 Gabriel Garcia Marquez: One Hundred Years of Solitude (Penguin Books, Har- 
mondsworth, Middlesex, 1972), pp. 46 and 49-50. 

48 Frances A. Yates: The Art of Memory (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex, 1969). 

49 H. Baruk: La disorganisation de la personnalit6 (Presses Universitaires de France, 
Paris, 1952), p. 13, cited in Fraisse, op. cit. [see footnote 38 above], p. 186. 
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PREFERENCES FOR THE PAST 

The manifold benefits of tangible history, and the costs of for- 

going or forgetting it, often persuade people that the past is a bet- 
ter abode than the present. The elderly in particular surround 
themselves with keepsakes, mementos, and other furniture of 
their memories "to maintain belief in a reality which they once 
perceived but which is, in fact, long passed."50 Preservationists, 
antique collectors, and period reproducers use bygone scenes as 
insulation against the dismal present. Prince notes that "the one 

prejudice shared by Wordsworth and Byron, by Dickens and 
Scott, by William Morris and Oscar Wilde, by George Orwell and 

Evelyn Waugh ... is that everything being done in the present 
landscape is worse than anything done in the past."51 As Betjeman 
put it, "almost any age seems civilised except that in which I 
live."52 

The sentiment is characteristically though not exclusively En- 

glish. As we have noted elsewhere, "English resistance to change, 
English reluctance to disturb relict landscape or townscape, stems 
from a positive aversion to the contemporary."53 Thomas Sharp 
feels that "hardly a decent thing seems to have been done in the 

landscape here for wellnigh a hundred years," whereas Selwyn 
Lloyd "can't think of a single modern building I like," a plaint 
Bernard Levin reiterates: London's modern architecture is "hope- 
less," "completely devoid of distinction," "strenuously vile."54 In 
the prevalent view, "old buildings are all fine, sound, sensible, full 
of character; new buildings ugly, shoddy, unfit for purpose and 

anonymous."55 A professional complains that "we really want our 
architects to produce buildings which are cosy copies of the 

past."56 A reporter found in the Wiltshire home of Princess 

50 Duncan F. Cameron: The Museum: A Temple or the Forum,Journ. World Hist., Vol. 

14, 1972, pp. 189-202; reference on p. 193. 
51 Prince, op. cit. [see footnote 12 above], pp. 20-21. 
52 John Betjeman: First and Last Loves (Arrow Books, London, 1960), p. 56. 
53 David Lowenthal and Hugh C. Prince: English Landscape Tastes, Geogr. Rev., Vol. 

55, 1965, pp. 186-222; reference on p. 207. 
54 Thomas Sharp: The North-East - Hills and Hells, in Britain and the Beast (edited 

by Clough Williams-Ellis; Readers' Union, London, 1938), pp. 141-159, reference on p. 
142; Selwyn Lloyd, quoted in William Hickey: No, I am NOT a Mod, Says Selwyn, So He 
Wants Parliament Left Alone, Daily Express (London), May 9, 1964, p. 3; and Bernard Lev- 
in: Something Old, Nothing New, The Times (London), Oct. 18, 1973, p. 18. 

55 Tony Aldous: Buildings Old and New, The Times (London), Oct. 18, 1973. 
56 Vernon Gibberd: Architectural Change, The Times (London), Jan. 25, 1974, p. 17. 
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Anne's bridegroom "the unmistakable stamp of English gentility. 
Nothing looked new."57 

Not only is the past more pleasing than the present, it is also 
more instructive; archaeologists have been destroying today to get 
at yesterday at least since Thomas a Wood, avid for Roman relics, 
quipped that the Fellows of Merton "would not let me live in the 
college for fear I should pluck it down to search after Antiqui- 
ties."58 

Preference for the past is a natural consequence of replace- 
ment, Nigel Dennis suggests. "The car we used to have is always 
the one that started on a cold morning: we have to have a new car 
to appreciate this fact .... The memorial to a past president is 
erected quite automatically by the mere existence of his succes- 
sor." For those who seek tangible "spiritual recapitulation," Den- 
nis conjured up a pub, at which gathered devotees of 

medieval calligraphy, puzzling the postmen with their renascent addresses.... 
Some wore small, curved, bowler hats and arrived at the pub, whatever the 
weather, in touring cars that had been built in the 1920'S: they drank their beer 
out of old moustache-cups. Many were gardeners, and would grow only roses 
which had not been seen for some centuries: they were on good terms with those 
who collected old florins and grew grapes on clay soils.... It covered all periods 
from Thomist to Edwardian, and rejected nothing but the malaise of the pres- 
ent. 

While fortunate participants in obsolescent ceremonies march in 
procession towards the past, the onlooker "weeps drably to think 
that he is tied to the ever-miserable present."59 

But the present is not unique in its exaggerated taste for the 
tangible past. An appetite for ruined cities dates back to the Em- 
peror Caracalla, who, orgiastically overcome at Illium in the belief 
that he had found Troy, imitated Achilles by lighting a funeral 
pyre for his own "Patroclus" (killed on the spot for the purpose) 
and then emulated Alexander by running naked with his retinue 
round the hero's tomb.60 Petrarch hoped that "after the darkness 

57 Pauline Peters: Calling on the In-Laws, Sunday Times (London), Nov. 1 i, 1973, p. 63. 
58 "The Life of Anthony a Wood from the Year 1632 to 1672, Written by Himself," in 

The Lives of Those Eminent Antiquaries John Leland, Thomas Hearne, and Anthony a 
Wood (2 vols.; Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1772), Vol. 2, pp. 253-254. 

59 Nigel Dennis: Cards of Identity (Meridian, New York, 1960), pp. 353, 161-162, and 
171. 

60 Richard Chandler, on Caracalla, cited in Rose Macaulay: Pleasure of Ruins 
(Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London, 1953), pp. 40-41. 
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has been dispelled, our grandsons will be able to walk back into 
the pure radiance of the past."61 Raymond Williams shows that 
successive "old Englands" have been beloved of every later age: 
retrospect reshapes and gilds a supposedly happier time, linked 
now with the countryside, now with village life, now with child- 
hood.62 

The remains of prehistory constitute another facet of prefer- 
ence for the tangible past. Such artifacts have long been treasured 
as evidence of antiquity, but their value as aesthetic objects is re- 
cent. A generation ago many curators of primitive artifacts cared 
little about visual appeal; they displayed artifacts to vaunt their 
quantity or to teach ethnography. Today ethnographic artifacts 
are shown as works of art, highlighted to enable the least knowl- 
edgeable viewer to appreciate their aesthetic qualities. The impli- 
cation is that primitive artifacts are beautiful because they are an- 
cient. 

Our admiration for ancient artifacts extends beyond museum 

portals to the jewelry shops. Garrard's 1973 "Millennia" brochure 
advertises stone arrowheads, blades, awls, and microliths from the 
Sahara, "relics of man's remotest past," combined with gold and 
diamond brooches and cufflinks: "two great skills coming to- 
gether across a gulf of ten thousand years." Each piece is "truly 
unique - for no two artefacts can be identical." Not only are Mil- 
lennia jewels collectors' pieces, they have "singular beauty." 
The stone artefact in every Millennia piece is a genuine example of man's first 

practical attempts to improve his original primitive state. It is significant that 

many of the implements in our collection had considerably more attention 
lavished on them than was strictly necessary, mute testimony of the dawn of 
man's striving to derive aesthetic pleasure from his own handiwork . . . each 

painstakingly formed with a lost expertise. 

Here converge many elements in the taste for the remote past: 
great antiquity, uniqueness, scarcity, artifactual evidence of early 
man, nonrecoverable techniques, and the notion that anything 
very old must have been formed with beauty in mind. 

Much of our aesthetic pleasure in the ancient lies in the belief 
that such objects really do come from the remote past. Hence 

61 Petrarch: Africa, IX, lines 456-457, reprinted in Theodor E. Mommsen: Petrarch's 
Conception of the "Dark Ages," Speculum, Vol. 17, 1942, pp. 226-242; reference on p. 240. 
The translation is from Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences [see footnote 15 above], 
p. 10. 

62 Raymond Williams: The Country and the City (Chatto & Windus, London, 1973). 
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Garrard provides "a certificate of authenticity." Hence advertise- 
ments for Bailey Banks and Biddle's pewter sculptures of "Colo- 
nial Craftsmen" emphasize "the correctly styled bean pots and the 
Potter's costume." Hence Wallace Silversmiths' "America Re- 
members" series vaunts "exceptional attention to detail and au- 
thenticity"; in a scene of John PaulJones's fiery battle, his uniform 
"is accurate even to the emblems on his buttons." 

But the conflation of primitive with modern, all cultures and 
periods viewed together, may make a flea market of the past. In 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, "human vacuum cleaners go around suck- 
ing up elements of all the different cultures that are jumbled to- 
gether out here." Santa Fe Man originated in, say, Toledo, Ohio, 
but now 
lives in an adobe house, with thick, rich-brown mud-treated outer walls . . . [and] 
a small, Spanish-style wooden gate.... He wears sandals, eats from earthenware 
bowls, and lives in the midst of what might be mistaken for the site of a busy 
archeological dig. In the adobe, artifacts abound - Zuni pots, katchina dolls, 
Pueblo plates, photographs of grim-faced Indians (many in profile), bright- 
colored blankets, bits of silver jewelry.... A guitar or two may be leaning against 
a wall. He and the dirndled Santa Fe Woman with whom he shares the abode 
speak an argot part Conquistador, part Po-Pe, part Abstract Expressionism, and 
part Toledo Holdover.63 

Truly this is Nietzsche's "mythless man [who] stands eternally 
hungry, surrounded by all past ages, who digs and grubs for 
roots, even if he has to dig for them among the remotest an- 
tiquities."64 

The aesthetic quality ascribed to primitive artifacts stems both 
from an association of ancient and natural and from a recognized 
gulf between our perspective and that of their creators. We 
attribute beauty to many early creations because we assume that 
those who made them found them so and that we ought to adopt 
the judgment we attribute to them. 

This argument reflects two pervasive views. One is that primi- 
tive folk, unlike ourselves, created only artifacts they themselves 
considered beautiful. We romanticize the primitive past as an age 
when man lived in harmony with nature and with himself, when 
technology and art were one and the same. In the present, by con- 

63 Philip Hamburger: An American Notebook (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1965), 
pp. 285-286. 

64 Friedrich Nietzsche: The Birth of Tragedy [1875], in Basic Writings of Nietzsche 
(Modern Library, New York, 1968), Sec. 23, p. 136. 
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trast, utilitarian things are generally thought to be ugly or undis- 
tinguished and are set apart from purely aesthetic creations made 
for museums and collectors. 

A second assumption stems from cultural and social relativism, 
the democratization of art, and mistrust of the intellect. Nowadays 
appreciation rests more on existential than on historical under- 
standing, and anonymous creation has a populist appeal. An appar- 
ent affinity with contemporary art further convinces us that an- 
cient artifacts make an archetypal appeal to our deepest and 
truest instincts.65 

The taste for the primitive extends to relic features in the land- 
scape, intentionally created or otherwise. We take for granted that 
the Lascaux cave paintings in their entirety were the deliberate 
creation of Paleolithic artists, although a contemporary might 
wonder whether the arrows were the work of vandals or the idle 
scratchings of doodlers. We suppose that the builders of 
Stonehenge viewed it with our own aesthetic awe, heightened by 
their metaphysical beliefs. 

The old sentimental cult of picturesque antiquity is nearly ex- 
tinct, but we take no less pleasure in the-past. The Victorian 
traveler enjoyed an ancient castle, a ruined arch, an antique bowl 
for the feelings and historical associations they evoked; the 
present-day viewer finds that they resonate with his sense of the 
ineffable. Both viewers admire the scene because it has survived 
from, or reflects, a past they have been taught is different from, 
and perhaps preferable to, the present. 

Beyond such tastes lie still more exaggerated prejudices in 
favor of the tangible past. Some people surround themselves with 
it. Others are unable to throw things away, like the woman who 
kept a carefully wrapped bag labeled "pieces of string too short to 
use" or the man who never disposed of anything and so hoarded 
thousands of jars of his own excrement. Stephen Leacock's "Ret- 
roactive Existence of Mr Juggins" illustrates pathological attach- 
ment to the past. So does Nigel Dennis's judge whose summings 
up never ended and had to be recapitulated every day, thus each 
summary went back further and took longer: "despite the fact 
that he was already buried in the past, [he] invariably acted as if 
that past were some distant, future goal that he despaired of 

65 See Anton Ehrenzweig: The Hidden Order of Art: A Study in the Psychology of 
Artistic Imagination (Paladin, London, 1970), pp. 150-154. 
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reaching."66 Those who believe they reincarnate persons long 
dead are similarly wedded to an episodically tangible past. 

DENYING THE PAST 

The pathological obverse of living in the past is to deny it. Like 
the Danaides in the realm of Lethe, condemned eternally to pour 
water into a leaking vessel, those who cannot remember always 
remain empty. 

No one can remember all of even his own past, but we also 

selectively forget disagreeable events and scenes. Inability to recall 
repressed memories enslaves us to outworn if not outlawed pat- 
terns of behavior. Oedipus suffers the fateful consequences of 
such a temporal discontinuity; having lost his past identity, he is 
doomed to slay his father and marry his mother because he does 
not know who they are.67 

The effect on a city, a region, a country that denies the pres- 
ence of the past may be no less traumatic. Henry James's New 
York seemed to have deliberately annihilated antiquity, to have 
built nothing but provisional stopgaps; its streets and towers could 
not let 

any "love of the old" once pass unsnubbed.... The secret for keeping associa- 

tion at bay ... is not to suffer it to so much as begin.... We defy you even to 

aspire to venerate shapes so grossly constructed as the arrangement in fifty 
floors.... How can you have a feeling for keeping on with an old elevator? ... 
The rich taste of history is forbidden.68 

A more definitive rejection of things past affects Alison Lurie's 
Los Angeles, which "lacked the dimension of time. ... Worst, and 
most frightening, there was no past or future - only an eternal 

dizzying present. In effect, the city had banished historians as 
Plato had poets from his Republic."69 

The rejection or repression of personal history may inspire an 
intense interest in more remote pasts. The present-minded Mor- 
mons, least nostalgic of Americans, devote much of their lives and 

66 
Stephen Leacock: Behind the Beyond and Other Contributions to Human Knowl- 

edge (John Lane, London, 1918), pp. 161-168; and Dennis, op. cit. [see footnote 59 above], 

pp. 100-101. 
67 See Hans Meyerhoff: Time in Literature (Univ. of California Press, Berkeley, 1955), 

pp. 51-52; and Ernest G. Schachtel: Metamorphosis: On the Development of Affect, Per- 
ception, Attention, and Memory (Basic Books, New York, 1959), pp. 321-322. 

68 Henry James: The American Scene [1907] (Indiana Univ. Press, Bloomington, 
1968), pp. lo-i 13. 

69 Alison Lurie: The Nowhere City (Coward-McCann, New York, 1966), p. 267. 
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their landscapes to genealogical research so as to "save" their an- 
cestors by posthumous baptism. The Mormon Temple vaults in a 
granite mountain near Salt Lake City hold on microfilm relation- 
ships of millions of members. Similarly, many young people 
alienated from family and childhood roots are drawn to ar- 
chaeological digs. The actual discovery or possession of artifacts 
that embody antiquity can become a surrogate for their own re- 
jected backgrounds. To have a piece of the tangible past may be a 
crucial form of connection, as Auberon Waugh maintains. 

When I think of my own fierce joy on acquiring a Roman coin at the age of 15, 
and my frenzied researches into the dim, fourth-century emperor portrayed on 
it, there can be no doubt in my mind that it served a far more useful purpose 
than it would in the county museum. . . . There is enough of antiquity to go 
round among those who covet it.70 

Note the terms "covet," "fierce joy," "frenzied researches" 
more appropriate for a passionate personal search than for de- 
tached historical study. Tangibility invests antiquity with powerful 
affect. 

Freud shows how a commitment to archaeology may reflect the 

repression of one's own past, and how "bringing the past back to 
life" replaces conscious childhood memory. His "Delusion and 
Dream" is an analysis of Wilhelm Jensen's novel, "Gradiva: A 
Pompeiian Fancy." Jensen's archaeologist hero, a reclusive Ger- 
man bachelor, is fascinated by a classical bas-relief of a graceful, 
lifelike young woman he envisages walking in Pompeii. As he con- 
templates his plaster cast of the girl, whom he names "Gradiva," 
her immediate and more remote environment rose before [him] like an actuality. 
It created for him, with the aid of his knowledge of antiquity, the vista of a long 
street, among the houses of which were many temples and porticoes, . . lively 
colors, gaily painted wall surfaces, pillars with red and yellow capitals. 

In the distance "loomed Mount Vesuvius, not yet in its present 
cone shape and brown aridity, but covered to its furrowed, rocky 
peak with glistening verdure." He felt the present to be as drab as 
the past was vivid; for in "his feelings marble and bronze were not 
dead, but rather the only really vital thing which expressed the 
purpose and value of human life; and so he sat in the midst of his 
walls, books, and pictures, with no need of any other intercourse." 

Seized by impulse, he goes to Pompeii and wanders among the 

70 Auberon Waugh: A Matter of Judgment, New Statesman, Aug. 17, 1973, p. 220. 
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ruins. But science "merely gnawed at the dry rind of the fruit of 

knowledge without revealing anything of its content. ... What it 

taught was a lifeless, archaeological view." Instead, one "had to 
stand here alone, among the remains of the past .... Then the sun 
dissolved the tomb-like rigidity of the old stones, a glowing thrill 
passed through them, the dead awoke, and Pompeii began to live 

again." At this moment he discovers his Gradiva alive; she turns 
out to be an old childhood friend whom he had long ignored at 
home. "Can't you remember?" she asks him, to reawaken his early 
memories. "It seems to me as if we had eaten our bread together 
like this once, two thousand years ago.... To think that a person 
must first die to become alive; but for archaeologists that is neces- 

sary, I suppose." Historical antiquity is his forgotten childhood; 
the repressed past is excavated intact from the Vesuvian ashes.71 

Freud himself was a passionate collector of antiquities and kept 
his latest finds in constant view. He was also profoundly curious 
about the everyday life and landscape of the past, especially classi- 
cal and Egyptian antiquity. That his psychoanalytic work resem- 
bled archaeology he often emphasized; both sought to reconstruct 
the past from submerged artifacts or memories "which had some- 
how preserved their form and even their life despite their seem- 
ingly final disappearance."72 Of his self-analysis Freud wrote: "It 
is as if Schliemann had again dug up Troy which before him was 
considered a myth."73 

After his analysis of Jensen's story, Freud found the Greek 
prototype of the Gradiva relief in the Vatican museum and hung 
a copy of it in his consulting room to symbolize the interpenetra- 
tion of memory and artifact, of the landscapes of the mind and 
the past. According to Ernest Jones, it then became fashionable 
for other analysts to have copies on their walls as well.74 So is the 
past now multiply commemorated. 

71 
Sigmund Freud: Delusion and Dream and Other Essays [1907] (Beacon Press, Bos- 

ton, 1956); quotations from Jensen's "Gradiva" [1903], ibid., pp. 150, 159, 179, 216, and 
230. 

72 Ernest Jones: The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud (3 vols.; Basic Books, New 
York, 1953-1957), Vol. 3, p. 318. 

73 Letter from Sigmund Freud to Wilhelm Fliess, Dec. 21, 1899, cited in Suzanne Cas- 
sirer Bernfeld: Freud and Archeology, Amer. Imago, Vol. 8, 1951, pp. 107-128; reference 
on p. 112. See also Harry Slochower: Freud's Gradiva: Mater Nuda Rediviva: A Wish- 
Fulfilment of the "Memory" in the Acropolis, Psychoanalytic Quart., Vol. 40, 1971, pp. 

646-662. 
74Jones, op. cit. [see footnote 72 above], Vol. 2, p. 342. 
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REMAKING THE PAST 

Through awareness of the past, we learn to remake ourselves. 

Through awareness of our own experience, we also refashion the 

past and replace what is all the time being altered and lost. 

THE IRRECOVERABLE PAST 

The continuous accretion of the tangible past is counterbal- 
anced by its continuous loss, both physical and symbolic. Our im- 
mediate past landscapes will be less consequential to our descen- 
dants, for whom our imminent future will have become an impor- 
tant element of their past. In Becker's phrase, 
all our yesterdays diminish and grow dim: ... in the lengthening perspective of 
the centuries, even the most striking events . . . must inevitably, for posterity, 
fade away into pale replicas of the original picture, for each succeeding genera- 
tion losing, as they recede into a more distant past, some significance that once 
was noted in them, some quality of enchantment that once was theirs.75 

The place of the past in any landscape is as much the product 
of present interest as of past history. The degree to which the sur- 
vival of the past depends on our memory of it is apparent in 

Borges's mythical Tlon, where things all "tend to become effaced 
and lose their details when they are forgotten. A classic example is 
the doorway which survived so long as it was visited by a beggar 
and disappeared at his death. At times some birds, a horse, have 
saved the ruins of an amphitheatre."76 

Unlike places that are geographically remote, what is distant in 
time is forever inaccessible. Nor can we fully apprehend the past 
through research; because it is vanished, our ideas about it "can 
never be verified as we verify our scientific hypotheses," by obser- 
vation and experiment. 
The past simply as past is wholly unknowable; it is the past as residually pre- 
served in the present that is alone knowable.... The past as something still exist- 

ing by itself... [would imply] a world where Galileo's weight is still falling, where 
the smoke of Nero's Rome still fills the intelligible air, and where interglacial 
man is still laboriously learning to chip flints ... - [a] limbo, where events which 
have finished happening still go on.77 

75 Becker, op. cit. [see footnote 18 above], p. 236. 
76Jorge Luis Borges: Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius, in his Labyrinths (Penguin Books, 

Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), pp. 27-43; reference on p. 39. 
77 R. G. Collingwood: The Idea of History (Oxford Univ. Press, Galaxy Books, New 

York, 1956), p. 5; and idem, The Limits of Historical Knowledge, Journ. Philosophical 
Studies, 1920, reprinted in The Historian as Detective (edited by Robin W. Winks; Harper 
& Row, New York, 1969), pp. 513-522; reference on pp. 520-521. 
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Skepticism adds doubts to idealist cautions. We can never be 
sure that what we think we know of the past corresponds to any 
past reality. For all we can tell, Russell suggests, the planet was 
created five minutes ago with a population that remembers an il- 
lusory past.78 Or a fictitious past may replace another in our 
memories, as Borges describes it, "a past of which we know 
nothing with certainty - not even that it is false."79 The Tro- 
briand Islanders' view that all past events, real and mythical, be- 
long not to a previous phase of the present but to a wholly differ- 
ent order of time80 is a more realist philosophy than our own. 

The past is also an elusive realm that we experience only fleet- 

ingly - exept for rare souls like Proust, to whom the present was 
a mirage instead. "The main reason why the past is so weak is the 
extraordinary strength of the present," Carne-Ross explains. 
To try now to achieve a real "sense of the past" is like looking out of a brilliantly 
lit room at dusk. There seems to be something out there in the garden, the un- 
certain forms of trees stirring in the breeze, the hint of a path, perhaps the 

glimmer of water. Or is there merely a picture painted on the window, like the 
Furies in Eliot's play? Is there nothing out there at all and is the lit room the only 
reality?81 

These doubts remind us of Magritte's replica landscapes seen 

through shattered windows and his still more evocative image of 
the caves of memory. 

THE OSTENSIBLE PAST 

The past we know about is not, in any case, a present that was 
ever experienced. "The difference between the present and the 
past," Eliot remarks, "is that the conscious present is an awareness 
of the past in a way and to an extent which the past's awareness of 
itself cannot show."82 We interpret the ongoing present while liv- 
ing through it, whereas we stand outside the past and view its 
finished operation, seeing it not only as itself but in its implica- 
tions for the known future. Early fen drainings are interpreted as 
part of a history that culminated in subsequent works, just as ret- 

78 Bertrand Russell: The Analysis of Mind (George Allen & Unwin, London, 1921), 

p. 159. 
79 

Borges, op. cit. [see footnote 76 above], pp. 42-43. 
80 Dorothy Lee: Being and Value in a Primitive Culture, Journ. Philosophy, Vol. 46, 

1949, pp. 401-415; reference on p. 405. 
81 D. S. Carne-Ross: Scenario for a New Year, Arion (Univ. of Texas), Vol. 8, 1969, pp. 

181-287; reference on p. 241. 
82 Eliot, op. cit. [see footnote 35 above], p. 16. 
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rospective exhibitions enable us to see how a painter's early work 
prefigures his later. 

The way we visualize earlier scenes is inevitably deficient, how- 
ever, because the very pastness of the past precludes its exact re- 
production. What to us are historical objects embedded in, but 
distinct from, our own present were originally a part of the fabric 
of someone else's contemporary landscape. We expect most ar- 
tifacts to show signs of wearand age; the unmarked appearance 
they must at first have had would rob them now of their antique- 
ness and hence of verisimilitude. The entrepreneurs who trans- 
planted London Bridge to the Arizona desert at Havasu were 
dismayed when the clean dry air stripped the stones of their ac- 
cumulated grime and soot; artificial aging is now needed to keep 
the bridge looking suitably old.83 

Because we feel that old things should look old, we may forget 
that they originally looked new. An American manufacturer 
capitalizing on the "colonial" vogue faithfully reproduced 
wallpapers from old houses, copying not only the patterns but 
also the faded colors. The weathered look of these drab and dingy 
replicas made them more convincingly colonial than copies using 
the fresh original colors would have been. 

An element of mystery and uncertainty distinguishes past from 
present. We expect the past not to be precise or specific but rather 
to be vague and incomplete, waiting to be filled in by our own im- 
aginations. Since new discoveries will revise present interpreta- 
tions, to embalm any one version violates both historical truth and 
verisimilitude. Lynch notes that 

one danger in the preservation of environment lies in its very power to encapsu- 
late some image of the past, an image that may in time prove to be mythical or 
irrelevant.... We should expect to see conflicting views of the past, based on the 
conflicting values of the present. 

Thus environmental museums might show divergent Yankee and 
Irish views of what Boston, say, was like in the i85o's.84 

But the need for doubt goes beyond such differences. The very 
lineaments of the tangible past should arouse a sense of uncer- 
tainty, the same presentations should provoke divergent insights. 
Otherwise the past is too static to be credible. A granary recon- 

83 Muriel Bowen: Vanishing Soot Upsets London Bridge Buyers, Sunday Times (Lon- 
don), Oct. 22, 1972, p. 2. 

84 Lynch, op. cit. [see footnote 24 above], p. 53. 
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structed with Roman technology and properly aged materials 
nonetheless looks wrong, because its specificities destroy our 
flexible vision of the past. The reconstruction fixes and freezes a 

particular image, short-circuiting the imagination. We need to be 
sure that we are dealing with the actual past, not with a modern 
simulacrum. 

The virtue of ambiguity is the lesson of David Ely's "Time Out." 
Britain is destroyed in a nuclear holocaust; Americans and Rus- 
sians collaborate to restore and repeople it so no one will know the 
accident happened. They replace every town and building, every 
stick and stone, manufacture a plausible interim history and 
documents and artifacts to substantiate it all. Ely's protagonist in- 
vents historical errors, forging a diary by King John with "sour 
reflections on the Runnymede barons, forty-three love sonnets by 
Isaac Newton," proofs "that Gladstone was a bigamist, and ... 
that Cromwell was a woman." Without such discrepancies, with- 
out "old documents [that] would have kept turning up from time 
to time in the attics of manor houses, in old chests and cupboards, 
or stuffed into holes in the walls," history would be frozen. 

Research will become meaningless. Nothing new will be found, naturally. Where 
will the doctorates come from? . .. Who will want to devote their careers to such 

history? . . . Who will even want to study it? No one. And finally, who will even 
believe in it?85 

Without a flexible and alterable past, future generations might 
doubt the reality of their present. 

THE ALTERED PAST 

The tangible past is altered mainly to make history conform 
with memory. Memory not only conserves the past but adjusts re- 
call to current needs. Instead of remembering exactly what was, 
we make the past intelligible in the light of present circumstances. 
"Memory is the great organizer of consciousness," Susanne 
Langer writes. Scenes, events, persons, and things that were am- 
biguous or inconsistent become coherent, straightforward, clear. 
"Actual experience is a welter of sights, sounds, feelings, physical 
strains, expectations, and minute, undeveloped reactions. Mem- 
ory . . . simplifies and composes our perceptions."86 

85 David Ely: Time Out (Secker & Warburg, London, 1968), pp. 115-116, 19, and 126. 
86 Susanne K. Langer: Feeling and Form (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1953), 

p. 263. 
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Above all, memory transforms the past we have known into 
what we think it should have been. Selective recall eliminates un- 
desired scenes, highlights favored ones, and makes them tidy and 
suitable. A city may be misremembered as uniformly icy and 
windswept if a blizzard was our most memorable experience 
there. We mask diversity and collapse countless disparate images 
into a few dominant ones. 

Remembered images also reshape temporal sequences. We 
may recall the order of visited towns and villages only by retracing 
our route on a map. "We use our knowledge to place our 
memories," as Fraisse notes, "and present the facts in the order in 
which they should have taken place."87 Anything before our own 
arrival on a scene risks temporal condensation, like historical por- 
traits with Dante and Virgil conversing side by side, "colonial" 

Williamsburg hostesses in nineteenth-century crinolines, and the 
invitation to "wear your Victorian costumes" to California's Ren- 
aissance Pleasure Fair.88 

Many remember historical trauma as though past and present 
were contemporaneous. To an Irish patriot, the behavior of 
Cromwell, the Act of Union, and the Famine of 1847 are events as 
vivid and real as today's. Memory traces of William of Orange and 
of the pope (a stereotyped pope of a past century, that is) occur as 
graffiti in the public landscapes of Belfast and Liverpool. Isola- 
tion, like passion, conflates past and present. The immediate 
worlds of folk in small West Indian islands embrace long-dead an- 
cestors and their milieus along with the living present. 

Remembered places likewise converge. A score of successive 
scenes soon reduce to one or two, recalled with the distinctive fea- 
tures and generic characteristics of them all. Last year's visitor to 
Britain now syncretizes Oxbridge colleges, attributes all he saw in 
Winchester to Salisbury, translates Exmoor to Dartmoor, and 
conceives the South Downs as part of the Scottish lowlands. 

The remembered past is also a more emphatic landscape than 
that experienced today. Just as we forget or elide scenes that 
failed to strike us, so we exaggerate those that did. Recall accen- 
tuates "any characteristic," Hunter concludes, 

which had especially impressed us at the time of perceiving. If the object's large- 
ness impressed us, we ... recall [it] as being larger than it really is: so too with 

87 Fraisse, op. cit. [see footnote 38 above], p. 191. 
88 Woodland Democrat (Calif.), quoted in New Yorker, Oct. 8, 1973, p. 171. 
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objects which impress us as being especially small, or colourful, or fragile.... 
With repeated recalling there is a tendency towards greater and greater accentu- 
ation of these dominant characteristics.89 

The imprint of unusual objects helped to inspire the classical 
art of memorization. According to a first-century Roman text, 

when we see in everyday life things that are petty, ordinary, and banal, we gen- 
erally fail to remember them, because the mind is not being stirred by anything 
novel or marvellous. But if we see or hear something exceptionally base, dishon- 
ourable, unusual, great, unbelievable, or ridiculous, that we are likely to re- 
member for a long time.90 

To train memory one should accordingly call to mind striking, 
vivid, even grotesque images. The same memory recipe served 
Thomas Aquinas: "we wonder more at unfamiliar things," he 
wrote, "and the soul is more strongly and vehemently held by 
them." That many of these striking scenes were sinful or libidi- 
nous later spurred Puritan iconoclasts to rid the mind, along with 
the landscape, of graven images.91 

Tangible survivals, like memory traces, tend to feature the 
more impressive works of man and nature and thus exaggerate 
the prominence of past environments. Structures that are saved 
are apt "to be the most expensive or most imposing or most sym- 
bolic of some classic period." Preserved environments, Lynch 
notes, "give a distorted view of the past since they are composed 
of the buildings of prosperous classes in prosperous times.92 The 
imagined prehistoric landscape similarly tends to be all 
Stonehenge and Knossos, with little room left for the humdrum 
scene. 

Yet the remembered past is also an impoverished landscape; 
the pinnacles that preempt our attention stand out from an empty 
plain. It is not scenes and events that we chiefly recall but mainly 
their order and location. In Schachtel's view, most 

memory reflects life as a road with occasional signposts and milestones rather 
than as the landscape through which this road has led. The milestones are the 
measurements of time. ... The signposts represent the outstanding events... - 

entering college, the first job, marriage, ... a family celebration, a trip. But it is 

89 Ian M. L. Hunter: Memory (rev. edit.; Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
1964), p. 279. 

90 Ad Herennium, III, xxii, quoted in Yates, op. cit. [see footnote 48 above], p. 25. 
91 Thomas Aquinas: Summa theologiae, II, II, quaestio XLIX, quoted in ibid., p. 85; 

see also p. 267. 
92 Lynch, op. cit. [see footnote 24 above], p. 31. 
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not the events that are remembered ..., only the fact that [they] took place.... 
Even the most "exciting" events are remembered as milestones rather than as 
moments filled with the concrete abundance of life.93 

The depletion of sensate memory makes the tangible past doubly 
important, both as milestones and as stimuli for past experiences. 

We constantly reform historical scenes, as we do our memories, 
to fit present stereotypes. What was natural and customary to our 
forebears we may reject as contrived or stilted. For instance, cus- 
todians of some eighteenth-century buildings replace formal rows 
of chairs with more casual layouts, but they achieve the "lived-in" 
look at the expense of historical accuracy. Enthusiastic restorers 
jettison authenticity for "charming and rich effects suitable to ... 

today's decorator taste. The result is that most restored houses 
look as if they'd had the same decorator. They are all ... Wil- 

liamsburged. The furnishings tend to be 'traded up' to musuem 
caliber."94 

Popular impressions of the past, like elite ones, correspond lit- 
tle with the facts of historical geography. As a picture of their tan- 

gible past most Americans would dismiss Ralph Brown's "Mirror 
for Americans" in favor of suburban "colonial" facades, Wil- 

liamsburg advertising copy, and Yankee Doodle menu prose. 
The past gleams by the light of the present. Which of many 

holes in the ground were postholes for an ancient structure? The 

archaeologist's choice partly depends on his own bias toward cir- 
cular or rectangular patterns. Cultural emphases also shape exca- 
vated landscapes: the diggings of archaeologists exhibit their own 
national stereotypes about the past. 

Historical myopia redates as well as alters relics. Biblical 

chronology long blinded the faithful to Paleolithic evidence: the 
flint implement found with extinct animal remains in Kent's Cav- 
ern at Torquay in the 1820's simply could not be Paleolithic, 
therefore it was supposed to have fallen through holes in nonex- 
istent ovens of a presumably later date. 

More often, a desire to push back the national dawn antiquates 
the tangible past. British scholars up to the nineteenth century as- 
cribed Druidic, Phoenician, Trojan, and Greek origins to earth- 

93 Schachtel, op. cit. [see footnote 67 above], p. 287. 
94 Ada Louise Huxtable: The Old Lady of 29 East Fourth St., New York Times, June 18, 

1972, Sec. 2, p. 22. See also Albert Eide Parr: History and the Historical Museum, Curator, 
Vol. 15, 1972, pp. 53-61. For chair arrangements, see Joseph T. Butler: Historic Rooms at 

Sleepy Hollow Restorations, Historic Preservation, Vol. 20, 1968, pp. 69-73; reference on 
p. 69. 
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works and monumental remains throughout the British Isles. 

Stukeley made Stonehenge and Avebury Druidic; Vallancey 
found Cadmean and Egyptian inscriptions on a Mithraic temple 
at Irish megalithic New Grange.95 

A similar need for a more ancient history has endowed the 
United States with a whole pre-Columbian landscape - relics and 
artifacts of lost tribes of Israel, Vikings, Irish saints, and Polyne- 
sians. At Mystery Hill, North Salem, Massachusetts, what "looks 
like a cross between a large neglected rockery, disused farm out- 

buildings, and the ruins of a folly, all with ghost memories of 
Cornish fogous, Grimspound, French souterrains, and Sardinian 

cappane," has become "the American Stonehenge," the remains of 
a settlement no more megalithic, Glyn Daniel judges, than "the 

pigsties of Pembrokeshire and the clapper bridges of 
Dartmoor."96 "Any self-respecting people," an English scholar 
comments, must find it embarrassing"to possess a national history 
less than five centuries old."97 But Steinbeck notes that Americans 
are only "as hungry for history as was England when Geoffrey of 
Monmouth concocted his History of British Kings, many of whom 
he manufactured to meet a growing demand."98 

Cultural prejudice also affects what is preserved, what is suf- 
fered to vanish, and what is deliberately destroyed. Features re- 
called with pride are apt to be safeguarded against erosion and 
vandalism; those that reflect shame may be ignored or expunged 
from the landscape. A memorial to the world's oldest profession 
in the California Gold Rush country was uprooted because offi- 
cials thought ladies of easy virtue undesirable objects of com- 
memoration. 

We often admire grandparental while rejecting parental relics; 
we prefer a remote and malleable past to a recent one perhaps too 

painful or too well known. "Preservation is fine for the past that is 
long past, but yesterday is thought of as something to dump."99 In 

harking back to antiquity, the Renaissance denied its debt to the 
Middle Ages. Revolutionary iconoclasts cite antique virtues as 

95 Glyn Daniel: The Idea of Prehistory (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
1964), pp. 20-24, and 43. 

96 
[Glyn Daniel:] Editorial, Antiquity, Vol. 46, 1972, pp. 1-7; reference on p. i. 

97 
Stephen Toulmin: The Myth of the Dinosaurs, Punch, Aug. 18, 1965, pp. 224-225; 

reference on p. 224. 
98John Steinbeck: Travels with Charley in Search of America (Bantam Books, New 

York, 1963), p. 8o. 
99 Lynch, op. cit. [see footnote 24 above], p. 42. 
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they destroy the perversions of the recent past; thus the Paris 
Commune pulled down the Vendome column and extolled an- 
cient Rome. In the city squares of former British colonies, statues 
of Queen Victoria lie fallen and neglected, perhaps awaiting res- 
toration as nostalgic emblems. 

Efforts to preserve our own memorabilia for future genera- 
tions are no less partisan. Vigorous controversy beset the selection 
of samples of twentieth-century civilization buried in the 

Westinghouse Time Capsule at the 1938 New York World's Fair. 
The metal cylinder was to be opened five thousand years later, a 
choice based on the view, then current, that recorded history went 
that far back. The capsule contains such evidence of everyday life 
as a lump of coal, an alarm clock, a fountain pen, a can opener, a 
hat, and Elizabeth Arden's "Daytime Harmony Cyclamen Box," a 
cosmetic now dated beyond recognition. After the first atomic 
bomb there was pressure to reopen it and add the latest 

technological news, but the promoters decided to "let the poor old 

thing lie."100 
In India the government opposition party complained that a 

time capsule buried in 1973 gave a "distorted picture of Indian 

history" because it made no mention of Gandhi's assassination; 
party leaders were arrested trying to dig it up.101 They might have 
been relieved to know that the contents of a capsule planted by 
President Taft, opened a mere half century later, were found 
faded, crumpled, and moldy with age - a fate one hopes will es- 

cape the 1972 Dodge City time capsule, with its wash-and-wear 
backless minidress, Jim Beam whiskey bottle, and "a dead fly who 
didn't make it out on time."102 

The past is not only selectively seen, altered, and saved, it in- 

spires emulation in the likeness of the present. Architectural re- 
vivalists may conceive their work to be historically faithful, yet 
have it manifest a modern spirit. "The Tudor we now look upon is 
not sixteenth century Tudor but... what twentieth century build- 
ers think Tudor ought to look like," suggests Prince.103 The 
Gothic Revival ideals of Pugin, Ruskin, and Morris may have 
seemed reactionary and imitative, but Nicholas Taylor points out 

100 Stanley Edgar Hyman and St. Clair McKelway: Onward & Upward with Business & 
Science: The Time Capsule, New Yorker, Dec. 5, 1953, pp. 194-219. 

101 "MP's Held after Attempt to Dig Up Time Capsule," The Times (London), Dec. 24, 

1973, p. 6. 
102 "Postscript," New Yorker, June 29, 1963, pp. 18-19. 
103 Prince, op. cit. [see footnote 12 above], p. 14. 
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that "not one of these visionary utopias had ever actually existed. 
... Under the guise of 'revival,' their authors were in fact being 
highly original and inventive." Insofar as Victorian Gothic 
stemmed from the past, it "owed everything to the eighteenth 
century, not the thirteenth."104 

Such emulations, however, are not so much ways of altering 
the past as of making it anew. 

THE INVENTED PAST 

Reconstruction not only reorders past scenes, it creates wholly 
new ones. Retold stories characteristically add background details 
absent from the originals, fabrications that become fixed recollec- 
tions. It is precisely concerning their inventions, Bartlett con- 
cludes, that people are most certain. The nonexistent scenes and 
events are what they consider their most brilliant recaptures.105 
Little time is needed for such inventions to become rooted in the 
mind. My students and I were variously convinced, a few days 
after reading Robbe-Grillet's "The Way Back," that the episode- 
a group fearful that the incoming tide might strand them on an 
island - took place in the late afternoon with a setting sun, that 
the island was either inhabited or empty, and that the rescuers de- 
liberately rowed the party to an unwanted destination - none of 
which was in the original story.106 

As individuals invent new private pasts, so nations fashion new 
collective histories. The tangible past is less easily fabricated. Yet 
landscape and townscape are full of relics made to realize histori- 
cal fantasy. 

Our interest in the past causally connects with threats to its sur- 
vival. The bulldozer of change enhances the scarcity value of an- 

tiquities. The spread of nostalgia and of the capacity to indulge it 
has made the looting and faking of early artifacts more profitable. 
Pollution, destruction, scarcity, theft, all promote the substitution 
of copies and imitations for actual relics of the past. Replicas 
replace Gothic arches at the Metropolitan Museum's Cloisters in 
New York; a copy of Michelangelo's David has stood before the 
Palazzo Vecchio for the past century, while the real work occupies 
the Accademia. One museum curator suggests that for protection 

104 Nicholas Taylor: The Village in the City (Temple Smith, London, 1973), p. 32. 
105 Frederic C. Bartlett: Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social Psychol- 

ogy (Univ. Press, Cambridge, England, 1932; paperback, 1967), p. 78. 
106 Alain Robbe-Grillet: The Way Back, in his Snapshots and towards a New Novel 

(Calder and Boyers, London, 1965), pp. 13-18. 
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"all original works will be embalmed in some inaccessible strong- 
hold while the public is fed on replicas."107 

When copies replace actual survivals, people make do with 
verisimilitude. Within ten years, reconstructed Warsaw was al- 
ready "covered with patina.... Even the elders do not realize in 
their everyday life that this town, which appears old, is to a great 
extent new. And they do not feel it to be an artificial creation."108 
A workman near Rome turns out such convincing Greek vases 
and Etruscan terra-cottas that not even experts can visually dis- 
tinguish his work from real antiquities; he now claims he can de- 
feat thermoluminescence tests as well.109 

Avowedly fictitious reconstructions like Mystic Seaport, Old 
Sturbridge, and Merrie England may confound future ar- 
chaeologists; but they are sham pasts, not deliberate imposters. 
More mendacious is the salting of sites to fool finders about age or 
provenance. In many cases, feigned antiquity confers pecuniary 
value on the objects themselves. Other forgers aim to provoke his- 
torical reinterpretations. Charles Dawson "had only to see some- 
thing old to invest it with unique and, if possible, transitional qual- 
ities," and may hence have contrived the man-ape link at 
Piltdown.110 Around its forged fourteenth-century Kensington 
Runestone the town of Alexandria, Minnesota, has built an en- 
during landscape that includes a replica twelve times the size of 
the original and the world's largest Viking.11 

Mischief inspires much forgery. Irked by a nonconformist 
minister's literal faith in the Biblical passage, "There were giants 
in the earth in those days," a nineteenth-century agnostic carved a 

huge block of gypsum in his own likeness and buried it in an up- 
state New York field, where well diggers discovered it a year later. 
The maker had meant to ridicule religious enthusiasts, but the 
crowds who thronged to see the Cardiff Giant never doubted its 
reality and differed only about whether it was a petrified body or 
a great work of ancient art. Imaginative additions soon embel- 
lished this all too tangible relic: Alexander McWhorter of Yale 

107 Garry Thompson: The Conservation of Antiquities: Developments in Planning, 
Journ. World Hist., Vol. 14, 1972, pp. 24-47; reference on p. 42. 

108 Lorentz, op. cit. [see footnote 41 above], p. 52. 
'09 Karl E. Meyer: The Plundered Past (Hamish Hamilton, London, 1974), pp. 

111-113. 
110 John Hillaby: Who Was the Piltdown Mephisto? New Scientist, Mar. 15, 1973, pp. 

619-620. 
ll See Erik Wahlgren: The Kensington Stone: A Mystery Solved (Univ. of Wisconsin 

Press, Madison, 1958). 
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thought it a statue of Baal and found Phoenician inscriptions on 
its right arm; Oliver Wendell Holmes observed anatomical details 

through a hole he bored behind its ear. Meanwhile a secondary 
landscape of "Giant Saloons" and "Goliath Houses" proliferated 
to cater for viewers. 

The crowds kept coming even after the hoax was revealed. 
When the maker refused to lease his giant to P. T. Barnum, Bar- 
num had it copied; on tour, the imitation humbug outdrew the 
real one. The original giant now rests at the Farmers' Museum at 

Cooperstown, where Edmund Wilson found it much deteriorated 
by age, its legs broken by "traveling and being displayed at one 
country fair after another," its genitals and toes eroded by a half 
century of terrible winters.112 Most such hoaxes are meant to be 
discovered, but few so indisputably as the runic inscription at 
Mullsj6, Sweden, which read in modern English, "Joe Doakes 
went East 1953. He discovered Europe. Holy smoke!"113 

Others who invent new pasts believe they are only giving effect 
to the true aims - never realized, or soon perverted - of the 
original designers. When Williamsburg's restorers were asked to 
justify the profusion of paint on eighteenth-century facades 
known never to have sported such color, they replied, in effect, 
"Ah, but they would have had paint if they could have afforded 
it."114 In Evelyn Waugh's "The Loved One," a recording describes 
the church of "St.-Peter-without-the-walls, Oxford," at Hol- 
lywood's famous cemetery as 

more than a replica, it is a reconstruction. A building-again of what those old 
craftsmen sought to do, with their rude implements of bygone ages. Time has 
worked its mischief on the beautiful original. Here you see it as the first builders 
dreamed of it long ago.115 

The germ of improvement infects us all. Like Summerson's vis- 
itor to an imagined Georgian town, we make landscapes corrobo- 

12 James Taylor Dunn: The Cardiff Giant Hoax, or the American Goliath, New York 
Hist., Vol. 29, 1948, pp. 367-377; and Edmund Wilson: Upstate: Records and Recollec- 
tions of Northern New York (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, New York, 1971), pp. 31-33. 

113 Glyn Daniel: The Minnesota Petroglyph,Antiquity, Vol. 32, 1958, pp. 264-267; ref- 
erence on p. 267. 

114 Daniel J. Boorstin: America and the Image of Europe: Reflections on American 
Thought (Meridian Books, New York, 1960), p. 94; and David Lowenthal: The American 
Way of History, Columbia Univ. Forum, Vol. 9, 1966, pp. 27-32; reference on p. 31. See also 
Walter Muir Whitehill: "Promoted to Glory. . .": The Origin of Preservation in the United 
States, in With Heritage So Rich (Random House, New York, 1966), pp. 35-44. 

115 Evelyn Waugh: The Loved One: An Anglo-American Tragedy [1948] (Chapman & 
Hall, London, 1965), pp. 64-65. 
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rate memory's fabrications. Inventions become realities in 
Borges's idealist world: 

Two persons look for a pencil; the first finds it and says nothing; the second finds 
a second pencil, no less real, but closer to his expectations. These secondary ob- 
jects are called hronir and are, though awkward in form, somewhat longer .... 
The methodical fabrication of hronir . . . has performed prodigious services for 
archaeologists. It has made possible the interrogation and even the modification 
of the past, which is now no less plastic and docile than the future.11 

Historical reconstruction resembles the creation of hronir. 
Even when we strive for fidelity to the past we create something 
new that reflects our habits and preferences. To paraphrase 
Panofsky, the changing landscape both indicates and serves to 
perpetuate our change of heart.117 As we erode and alter the in- 
herited past, we more and more contrive our own. Creatures of 
historical processes beyond our control, we shape landscapes and 
artifacts to conform with illusory histories, public and private, that 
gratify our tastes. All the lineaments of the present are historical, 
yet they are continuously reborn in the minds of every culture 
and of every generation. 

116 Borges, op. cit. [see footnote 76 above], p. 38. 
117 Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences [see footnote 15 above], p. 37. 
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